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IN MOST conventional mode choice Routes of the Outer Drive Express
I models , the LOS variables , time and (151 ) and Howard Street Elevated

cost , have been used as factors involved

in the mode choice decision . However , HOWARD

several user perception surveys have
identified many other aspects as more
important to the traveler (General
Motors , Stanford , University o

f Mary
land ) . Obviously , the range o

f

mode
choice considerations needs to be expand

e
d to sufficiently represent transit be

havior . One particular aspect , safety , has
received little consideration until recent POSTERAVAN

ly when it had been incorporated into
the LOS vector , especially in off -peak
transit operations . However , “ the effect

o
n modal split , choice o
f

destination , and
obstacles to trip making in general which
are generated by fear for personal safe

ty is undetermined and largely unex
plored . . . A description o

f

the complex
social framework within which this op
erates , and its various effects o

n all
modes o

f transportation would b
e
a use

ful tool for operators and planners o
f

public and private transportation facili
ties . ” (Soloman , 1968 )

In this research , therefore , it was pro
posed to investigate the safety aspect o

f

a public transit facility through a user
perception survey .

Selection o
f Survey Area

Safety is but one level o
f

service vari
able involved in the decision -making
process o

f

mode choice . In order for this
variable to take an active role in the FIGURE 1

mode choice decision , all other variables
should b

e equal between the modes and o
f

the properties above ( See Figure 1 ) .

The Sheridan Outer Drive Expresssafety should be relatively different . Ob
viously , this situation cannot exist , for (ODX ) , No . 151 , serves the northern side
the technologies themselves possess limi o

f Chicago traveling along Sheridan
tations for attaining various degrees o

f Road where it runs a
s
a local and the

service characteristics . Frequency o
f Outer Drive where it becomes express .

Before it becomes express , the farthestservice , adaptability to demand changes ,

comfort in traveling and aesthetic ac distance between the bus route and the e
l

section o
f the North -South line is 3ceptance depend heavily o
n the technol
blocks and once downtown the subwayogy . For this reason , the choice o

f
a test

is only 2 blocks away . Obviously , resiarea for this research project necessi
tated a situation in which most level o

f dents within this area have a choice of
modes easily accessible at the same fareservice variables were comparably equal
and approximately the same travel time .and hopefully safety was different . Table 1 displays travel time data as supThe Chicago Transit Authority oper plied b

y

the CTA for both the express
ates the major public transit facilities in bus and the el -subway .

the Chicago area and a
s

such received Except for the extreme distances
first consideration . Both bus and rapid (Howard to Randolph ) the travel timestransit facilities charge a fare o

f

45€ are fairly close for a large section of themaking cost equal between the modes . test area . Convenience , when defined as

It was desirable to find a
n area in which not having to walk a long distance to

residents would have both modes avail the access point , is just about equal in

able , i . e . , within walking distance . Since this case , for both modes are available totravel times were also to be almost a large group o
f

residents who live beequal , an express bus was thought to tween the routes o
f

the two modes . Com .provide the closest alternative to the fort , too , is about equal with both busrapid transit system and the investiga - and e
l providing cushioned seats and a

tion proceeded from there . slightly jostling ride . The difference be
Conveniently , an area exists in the tween the modes is that the e
l provides
Chicago city limits which exhibits many slightly better protection from adverse
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of data . Two survey methods were em
ployed in the questionnaire distribution .
After observing the ODX bus route
on Sheridan Road between Foster Street
and Devon Avenue, it was noted that a
substantial volume of the bus riders
exited in this location and entered the
apartment buildings on the east side of
Sheridan Road ( Figure 2) . Survey dis
tributors were therefore positioned at
the apartment buildings away from the
bus stops to hand out the questionnaires

to persons seen alighting from the ODX .
593 questionnaires were distributed in
this manner during the afternoon rush
hour ( 3 :45 to 6: 15 P .M .) to northbound
riders .
The second method of data accumula
tion was through a mailout -mailback
technique . A seemingly ideal area was
identified within the above mentioned
east -west streets and between the ODX
route of Sheridan Road and the CTA el,
three small blocks to the west (Figure
2) . The 1973 Haynes Criss -Cross Ad

UPTOWN SURVEY AREA

Comparison of Transit Travel Times
(Minutes)
ODX

Howard -Chicago
Devon -Chicago
Wilson -Chicago
Howard -Randolph
Devon -Randolph
Wilson -Randolph

El- subway
Howard -Chicago 2412
Loyola -Chicago 2112
Wilson -Chicago 1472
Howard -Washington 2672
Loyola -Washington 2372
Wilson -Washington 1612

TABLE 1

weather conditions and the bus , besides
being less noisy, uses a more aesthet
ically pleasing route having the lake ' s
shoreline for a view .
Questionnaire Design
Upon the identification of the Sheri
dan Outer Drive Express as the target
for our study , a questionnaire was de
signed to obtain as much useful informa
tion from its riders as possible without
creating a long , tedious series of ques
tions .
The questions dealt with both factual
and attitudinal information about the
respondents . Knowledge of bus and el
availability , of access distances to the
modes , and of instances of harassment
and criminal attack on the transit sys
tem were questions which determined
respondents ' attitudes and perceptions
against which the actual figures could be
compared . The user 's views on both
existing conditions and possible improve
ments for both the bus and the el were
also obtained . The questions were pre
dominately of a ranking or scaling type
which facilitated obtaining the user at
titudes based upon the mean response for
each question . Furthermore , specific sub
groups such as different sex or age
groups were isolated and studied for
unique or distinctive patterns.
Survey Techniques
The step subsequent to the selection
of the survey area and the development
of the questionnaire was the admin
istering of the survey and the compiling
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*New York State Department o
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Transportation , Planning and Research
Bureau . FIGURE 2
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dress Directory was used to identify
2,000 residents on Kenmore and Win -
throp Avenues and a total of 1, 984 ques
tionnaires and accompanying explana
tory letters were mailed first class to
these residents .

Data Organization

Table 2 is a summary of the number
of surveys distributed and returned , the
number returned by the post office due
to moved or unknown addresses (hence
forth known as unusables ) and the rates
of return for each method of distribu
tion and the total return . Nine mailing
days was chosen as the extent of time
needed for an adequate return due to
the decline in return rate and the need
to begin the analysis of the data . The
final totals show a marked advantage to
the distribution of surveys personally
(33 .1% return ) rather than by mail
( 12.4 % return ) especially when the
distributors are courteous and try to ex
plain the meaning of the survey to the
potential respondent . This personal con
tact adds a sense of importance to the
survey that a mailed form just cannot
equal .

MODE CHOICE DISCUSSION
Variable Rankings
To research the possibility of service
characteristics affecting behavior , two

SURVEY DISTRIBUTION
AND RETURN

questions were specifically designed for
an investigation of mode choice . One
simply asked the bus user if the el couid
be used for their work trip , and the other
requested a ranking of factors consid .
ered in choosing the bus for that trip .
The former revealed whether the user
knew if there was an alternative avail
able because the el was known to be no
more than three blocks away from any
resident . The second question delved
more deeply into what characteristics
were important to the user.When broken
down by age groups , over 70 % of those
who answered "no " to the question of
mode choice were older than 50 years
of age , thus leading to the conclusion
that the el is an unacceptable means of
transportation for many older citizens.
The actual availability of the el is shown
by the fact that the mean distance to the
el stop from any bus user ' s home is 2.8
blocks with 90 % of the respondents
within 4 blocks . For the destinations , the
mean distance is 3. 26 blocks — still a rel
atively short distance .
The question now raised is “With the
el available to such a large percentage of
the bus users , why are people choosing
the bus rather than the el ?” The answer
to this question is determined by rank
ing the factors considered in the mode
choice decision . The method chosen for
the analysis of this question was to treat
each characteristic of the system as a
variable and determine the mean of that
characteristic 's ranking ; that is , first
second , third . . . ninth and tenth . The
mean ranks can then be put into ascend
ing numerical order to determine the
order of importance of the transit char
acteristics presented to the typical bus
user for his journey -to -work trip . The
results of this ranking are shown in
Table 3.
Convenience , as expected , was chosen
as most important for it was defined as
" not having to walk a long distance to

Ranking of the Mode Choice
Variables

(Meanscaleof 1to 10)

Detribution:

Method WeberDistributed

byMati 1984

OnStreet 599

Total 2577

Unusables: 373

Leturns(byDistributionMethod):

OnStreet Total

ReturnWeber | Returil , 0.2 65 10.7

Variable Mean StandardDevlettad

Conventence 2.806 2.223

Frequency 3.126 2.098

Safety 3.745 2.727Is 1 sl 1.1 | 10 | 1,6
Lot 21 1.5 1.

| TravelTime 4.010 2.544
1.4 5 Reliability 4.710 2.131

1.0 Weather $.450 2.571

Stateof thevehicle 6.311 2.5410.3
Pare 6.516 3.037

6.613

Tatat 1
1
6

1
2
. 4 1
9
5

3
3
. 1 3
7
1

1
6
. 5

AutoAvailability

Comfort1
0 6 . 768 2 . 743

TABLE 2 TABLE 3
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the station .” This is substantiated by the
fact that the mean home - to -bus stop
distance ( 1.62 blocks ) is almost one -half
that of the home -to -el station distance
( 2.84 blocks ) which is also true for the
bus stop - to -destination ( 1.75 blocks ) and
el station - to -destination ( 3.26 blocks )
distances . Frequency was chosen as most
important the second most number of
times , and the small difference between
the means of convenience and frequency
indicates a small difference in importance
for both of these characteristics . It is
interesting to note that the variables
most commonly used in mode choice
models and journey -to -work discussions ,
travel time and fare , are ranked fourth
and eighth respectively . This supports
the basic premise underlying this re
search that other factors influence the
user ' s travel decisions . One such factor
is safety which was ranked third and is
normally taken for granted in the
journey -to -work trip . Its appearance so
early in the list warrants some further
discussion .

Crosstabulations
Two general areas can be pursued in
this discussion of mode choice and safety .
One is the sex , age , and income vari .
ations in the importance of variable con -
siderations and the other is a discussion
of off -peak travel behavior . To isolate
any possible trends within age , income ,
or sex differences , crosstabulations be -
tween these three user characteristics
and the four top - ranked service variables
were run . Due to the number of cases
( 217 ) and the large number of possible
classifications for age ( 10 ranks by 7 age
groups equals 70 cells ) and income (10
ranks by 5 income groups equals 50
cells ) , no notable patterns can be recog
nized . The sparseness of the table makes
any conclusions highly doubtful .
Examining the variable of sex in Table
4, the twenty cells were large enough to
distinguish a few interesting relation -

ships . For one,men held frequency (2.72 )
and convenience ( 3.08 ) as quite a bit
more important than travel time ( 4.05 )
or safety ( 4.55 ) . Women , on the other
hand , viewed safety almost as important
as the other two with travel time falling
to fourth place . Secondly , the difference
between the male and female ranking of
the variable of safety was greater than
one point ( 1.19 ) — a difference found in
none of the other variables ! This finding
raises the question as to why so great
a difference between the sexes exists in
this variable and not in the others . Both
sexes experience the same crowded and
therefore equally " safe " conditions dur
ing these peak hours ; nevertheless , this
facet of public transportation is signifi
cantly more important to one sector of
the population (females ) than the other .
Two questions still need to be answered :
First, is the difference in perceived safe
ty attributed to the attitudes of one sec
tor alone or is there a real difference ?
Secondly , what situations have created
this difference ?

Transit Use and Non -Use in
Off -Peak Hours
It has been found that the peak hours
are relatively safer than the off - peak
hours due mainly to the increased den
sity and frequent service during the peak
period (ATA , 1973 ) . It is possible , there
fore , that female unfavorable opinions of
peak hour service are derived from their

o
ff - peak safety opinions . The area is

still in doubt , however , so the factors

o
r system characteristics affecting mode

choice decisions in the off -peak period
and the users they affect need further
study .

To facilitate the comparisons between
age and sex groups , cross -tabulations
were performed to investigate how spe
cific parts o
f

the sample answered the
questions pertaining to e
l o
r

bus use in

the off -peak periods ( 7 : 00 P . M . to 7 : 00

A . M . ) . Table 5 contains the actual num
ber of respondents in each classification .

Two patterns can be readily noted : First ,

both the young (ages 1 - 29 ) and the old

(ages 6
0 o
r greater ) tend not to use any

form o
f public transit during the off

peak period . Second , when comparing the
relative use between the e

l and the bus

( Table IV - 6 ) , it is very evident that
there is a shift in usage ; that is , more
people in a particular age group (say

3
0 - 39 ) would ride the bus (21 persons )

during that period than the el ( 14 per
sons ) . In addition , a greater number o

f

respondents answered the e
l
-use question

rather than the bus possibly indicating
that for some reason people had stronger
feelings about the e

l

o
r they wished to

strongly convey some opinion they felt
would otherwise be missed .

Crosstabulation o
f

Sex and the Top
Four Mode Choice Variables

Sex

Variable Male Female

Convenience 3 . 0
8

2 . 7
0

Frequency 2 . 72 3 . 3
1

Safety 4 . 55 3 . 3
6

Travel Time 4 . 0
5 3 .97

TABLE 4
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Crosstabulation of Age and
Off -Peak Transit Use
(actual numbers )

Crosstabulation of Sex and
Off -Peak Transit Use

(actual numbers and row percent)

QuestionQuestion

Sex UseE1 Don' t UseE1 UseBus Don' t UseBus
Age UseE1 Don't UseEf UseBus Don' t UseBus

Male
33

41.8

46

88.2

2 4

30.0

56

70.01 . 19

20- 29 27 165 112
Female

13.9 85. 1 39.6 60.4
30- 39

60 211 98 168
Total

40- 49 22.0 78.0 36.7 63.3

50- 59 TABLE 6

60 - 69 11 42

poor greatet 3 | 28 6

TABLE 5

The above questions were also cross
tabulated with sex , and the results were
just as striking as those with age (Table
6) . First , neither the bus nor el are used
by the majority of the sample in the off
peak hours , with the el being used even
less (22 .7 %) than the bus ( 36.7 %) . Sec
ond , when divided into sex groups , the
trends for male and female take opposite
turns. Females drastically increase their
usage of the bus service over the el
(percentages using are 39.6 % to 13.9 %)
whereas males are less likely to take the
bus than the el (30 .0 % to 41. 8 %) ! This
reverse shift on the part of themale pop
ulation makes the female trend even
more pronounced considering it was
large enough to affect the overall pattern
(bus to el is 36.7 % to 22 . 0 % ) . Third ,

even with the larger number of females
in the sample (71.3 % ) the men are in
the majority of those who would use the
el in the off -peak . These three points ,
along with those found in the age group
discussion , center around one gnawing
question - why ? This behavior must have
some explanation . Thus , in an attempt to
explore the reasoning behind such ac
tions, the questions on the use of the
el and the bus were each followed with
a list of possible reasons for the respond
ents ' decision for use or non -use .
The respondent was then asked to rank
the nine possible choices from most im
portant to least important . The result
allows for the selection of groups of
either males or females who do nor do
not use the el or the bus . In this way
each subgroup can be better understood
with respect to its travel behavioran
understanding that could greatly benefit
the transit operator in his management
of service .

For this reason , the variables ranked
as important by males and females who
do or do not use the bus or el in the

o
ff
- peak period were tabulated . Several
o
f

the results are rather interesting .

Fare was ranked number nine in every
single category , and safety was number
one in seven out of eight cases . These
patterns indicate that the latter can n

o

longer be ignored a
s
a serious consider

ation in mode preferences . Only in the
males ' use o

f
the e

l

did safety rank as
number two . Yet even in that case , 44 %

ranked it as number one . The nonusers
particularly considered safety a

s

a
n im

portant reason for not using the el . In

their case , 72 . 3 % o
f the men and 7
4 . 0 %

of the women chose safety as their num
ber one reason for nonuse .

In this discussion , it must b
e

noted
that safety was also the most important
reason for females using the el and for
either sex not using the bus . The nonuse

o
f the bus can be explained by the over

all reluctance o
f

the respondents to use
public transit in the off -peak hours . Their
conviction , however , was not as strong
as in the case for not using the el , for the
mean ranking was higher for both sexes
towards not using the bus than not using
the e

l
. Thus , although reluctant to use

either mode , users perceive the bus a
s

safer than the e
l . The interesting twist

in the trends appeared where the highest
ranked mean o

f

the reasons for using the

e
l by females is safety . This contradicts

all the other relationships that lead to

the conclusion that the e
l is safer than

the bus . A possible explanation is that
the respondents might not have under
stood the question . Although answering

it as if they wouldn ' t use the e
l , they

stated in the previous question that they
would , thus producing erroneous tables .

Other Variables
Lastly , the other variables showed a

somewhat stable ranking throughout
most o

f the categories . Fare , as pre
viously mentioned , was always ranked as
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least important . The mean of this vari
able for those who used each mode was
lower than for those who do not, possible
signifying an increased importance of
cost when the individual is actually re
quired to pay it. Most of the variables
tended to have their distributions clust
ered about their means , yet a few had
noticeably diverse subgroups . In the case
of service hours , on the average , one-
third of each category chose it as most
important and one - third as least impor
tant with the remainder spread evenly
between these points . This would indi
cate that the respondent either had no
knowledge of the term ' s meaning or was
very familiar with the service timetable
of the transit facility . Travel time also
exhibited this dichotomy , for 25 % ranked
it either number one or two and another
quarter as one of the bottom three . As-
suming all the respondents understood
the term , the reason for this split is
simply the user 's attitude towards the
importance of time during his off -peak
trips ; some viewed it as essential while
others did not.
Finally , in all the ranking categories
of the reasons for transit use or nonuse
by females , the mean value of safety is
ranked far higher than any second
choice . For males the pattern is not as
pronounced but still evident except for
the use of el category . This one case
ranks safety as a close second , while
all the variables are ranked closer than
in any other category . Obviously , the ac
tual ranking could easily vary if the
sample size was larger , shifting the
means higher or lower .
Summary

To conclude this discussion of mode
choice , a few general comments are in
order . First, there exist service variables
that affect transit user ' s travel behavior
enough to entice a significant sector of
the population to utilize one mode rather
than another . Travel time and cost are
the variables that have heretofore been
most widely used . The results of this at
titude survey in the Chicago Uptown
Lake Shore area of bus users and non
users alike reveals that these two fac
tors may not be the most important to
the traveler . Indeed , the variable most
frequently chosen as the most important
reason for using or not using the bus
or el respectively is safety , i. e., freedom
from personal attack , harassment , etc .
Secondly , attitudes towards personal
safety and other variables vary with
different subsets of the population , not
ably sex and age. Due to the various per
spectives each of these subsets possess ,
the degree of freedom from criminal
actions varies from virtual unimpor-
tance , as in the case of younger males,
to utmost importance , as perceived by

elderly females . Lastly , once the impor
tant reasons for the traveler ' s choice of
transportation have been isolated , the
specific circumstances that have led to
the development of those opinions should
be identified and studied . In this vein ,
the next section will contain an analy
sis of the user perception of safety - its
basis for users ' opinion , influence on
mode choice , and finally possible im
provements .

SAFETY ASPECTS OF THE
ATTITUDE SURVEY
The preceding section has presented
the findings of the mode choice decision
of the ODX bus riders and off -peak el
and bus riders . For three of the mode
choice decisions in the off -peak hours , el
nonusers , bus users and bus nonusers ,
passenger safety was ranked number
one. To further investigate the ODX
user 's perception of the safety variable ,
this section will contain an analysis of
those questions dealing with safety .

Seasonal Variations
The crime data from the Chicago
Police Department (Conlisk , 1971 ) re
veals a slight variation of street crime
for the different months of the year .
September , October , and December ap
pear to be high crime months while
February and August seem to rank low
er . Whether this fact is based on climatic
changes , day - light hour variation , or ed
ucational institution schedules is yet un
known , but how the transit rider per
ceives the seasonal safety variation and
subsequently forms his mode choice de
cision is of prime importance to and able
to be determined by the transit planner .
Of the ODX bus patrons , 55 . 9 % indi
cated a changing perception of safety
levels for the different seasons of the
year . The breakdown was quite similar
with respect to sex , for 53 .2 % of the
males and 57.4 % of the females ques
tioned expressed such a variance . The
age cross tabulations did show a signifi
cant variance for those riders 50 years
of age and older . In the younger age
groups , the seasonal difference was uni
form , as opposed to the 50 -59 year and
60 -69 year groups which answered yes
75 .0 % and 50 .8 %, respectively . For the
income variable no trend was observed
when isolating particular groups .
Respondents to the survey indicated
that winter is perceived as the most
feared season with 78 .3% of the re
sponses selecting winter as least safe .
Summer , on the other hand , was re
garded as safest 67 .8 % of the time .
Through further investigation by sex of
those responses which specified a season
al difference of winter and summer being
least safe and safest , respectively , it was
evident from these responses that fe
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males especially perceive the winter as
the worst season .
There are several reasons possible why
climatic differences between the summer
and winter may be the cause of the per
ceived safety variation of those seasons .
Tramps , drunks, and other bothersome
persons use the transit systems in the
winter months to shelter themselves
from the uncomfortable outside condi
tions . During winter months darkness
comes in the early evening and since
most people would prefer traveling in
daylight , their perception of safety dur
ing the winter is decreased . The CTA has
had an overall decline in ridership of
6. 5 % between 1960 and 1970 and an addi
tional 6.4 % decline to 1972 . Table 7 con
tains figures for the time of day
when these changes occurred possibly
strengthening the hypothesis that more
and more people are eliminating their
night trips due to early winter darkness .
Obviously , further investigations are
warranted .

User Awareness of Crime and
Harassment
Besides the possibility of potential
transit riders being affected by seasonal
safety variance , the knowledge of crime
or harassment on public transit may
likewise influence travel behavior . As
initially assumed , almost all of the
sampled group knew of some type of
crime on transit , for 92.0 % answered
this question affirmatively . The means
by which they obtained this information
was evenly distributed between radio ,
TV , newspaper , and word of mouth .
The knowledge of crime and harass
ment on public transit , however , seems
to have no effect on el use or bus use .
The percentage of people who knew of
such incidents was similar for el (91. 7 % )
and bus (93 .6 % ) users and nonusers
(91.6 %) alike. Thus the news media
seems to reach most of the city ' s resi
dents and although safety is an impor
tant mode and route choice variable , the
knowledge of criminal acts on the system
is not peculiar to nonusers alone .

Access and On Board Safety
A comparison of the access and on
board safety locations was undertaken
next . Five areas : origin stop , walk to el,
walk to bus , on board el and on board

CHANGE IN RIDERSHIP
(1955 . 1970 )

bus, were posed on attitude scales . Three
of the locations (stopor, buswalk , and
busboard ) were perceived much safer in
relation to the others . However , there
seems to be no relationship between
these items and sex, age or income for
uniform distributions were evident in all
cases .
On the other hand , the walk to the el
and the safety on board the el have sig
nificant similarities . First of a

ll , the
distributions are quite skewed towards
the unsafe ( 1 ) attitude as seen in Figure

3 . In this group , a response o
f

unsafe
for elwalk revealed a sex breakdown of

3
5 . 4 % for males and 54 . 6 % for females .

S
o

too for elboard , 41 . 5 % and 62 . 7 % o
f

the males and females respectively an
swered unsafe . Age also exhibited
strong relationships towards perceived
unsafeness . For the two areas ( on board
and access to the e

l
) , certain age groups

( 5
0 - 69 years ) possessed negative safety

perception 5
0
% o
f

the time and in some
cases as much as 65 % .

The last items pertaining to elwalk
and elboard are the relationships to e

l

usage . The perception o
f safety varies

drastically from those respondents who
use the e

l

and those who d
o not with he

latter rating the e
l
a
s much more uns :

than the former . Whether the e
l

users
have become accustomed to a possible
safety problem o

r

whether the nonusers
are unjustifiably viewing the subway o

r

e
l

a
s exceptionally unsafe is not yet

known . However , it is obvious that a

substantial ridership market could be
reached if the perceptions o

f the e
l non

users group could b
e improved . The last

line o
f questioning , therefore , pertains

Attitudes o
n Access and On Board

Safety
Safety o

f Walk to the E
l

PERCENT
ANSWERINO

unsafe

FIGURE 3 ( a )

Safety o
n Board the E
l

ANSWERING

Tise o
f

Daz RapidTransit
Midnight- 6 : 0

0
1 . . .

6 : 00 4 . 8 . - 9 : 00 . . .

9 : 0
0
. . . - 3 : 00 P . .

3 : 0
0 p . . - 6 : 0
0
P . . .

6 :00 p . a . -Midnight

Stable
Stable

U
P
1
6
- 1
9
%

DOWN3
5
- 3
2
%

DOWN1
5
- 122

Stabia
Stable

U
P
2
1
- 246

UP13
DOWN1

6
- 143

(TakenfromCTARaport X
P
- 171143)

TABLE 7 FIGURE 3 ( b )
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to those characteristics of the transpor -
tation system , environment , and opera
tion which would improve transit' s per
ceived security quality .

Possible Safety Improvements
To determine those changes in public

transit which the commuter views as
effective in bettering the transport safe
ty aspect , eight possibilities for improve

ment were presented in the question
naire . Space was provided in which other
choices could be written . As previously
mentioned , the items of this question

dealt with transportation factors used to
improve safety . A listing of these fac
tors , along with their mean ranks ap
pears in Table 8.
Increasing the number of police on the

transit system and at the station appears

to be the most desired improvement . The
second most popular type of change is
the initiation of a communication net
work or alarm system on the vehicles
and at the stations . These signaling de
vices would be connected to some police

or security control center . Although this
communication system ranked third and
fourth when disaggregated by sex , it is
interesting to note that females rather
than males preferred it over the police

increased in their top two choices .
Although most desired as a transit
safety improvement , an increase in the

transit police force may not be truly as
cost -effective as other alternatives. Sev
eral possibilities could be substituted for
these actions while still maintaining the
desired surveillance . Transit employees ,
such as fare collectors and platform
engineers , could be situated such that
their presence is felt throughout the en
tire station thereby reducing the pas
senger 's feeling of "being alone " during
low travel density hours .
So too , concession stands would be
purposely located to provide an ever

Ranking of Improvement Items
ImprovementItem

present watchful eye . Furthermore , these
surveillance posts could be equipped with
a communication system to summon help

if needed . These changes after being
made known to the public through an ex
tensive public relations program , would
probably not only reduce fear of transit
travel by riders, but would also discour
age the use of these systems by robbers
and assailants .

Summary

Whether these changes are feasible or

whether enough research has been un
dertaken about public transit is not
known . However , the facts presented in

this study on the ODX user survey ques

tions pertaining to safety involving
per

sonal attack have established certain
realities about the subject . First , there
is a substantial number of riders who
perceive a variation in safety during the
seasons of the year which probably af
fects their transit usage in the unsafe
seasons . Secondly , knowledge of crime
and harassment on public transit , be it
obtained through the newsmedia or word
of mouth , does not have a significant
effect on ridership . The el in the Chicago
North Side Area has also been estab
lished as being less safe either on board
or walking to the system as compared

with the express bus, and thus , transit
riders use the bus instead of the el, if
they do use transit at all. Finally , the
improvements desired by transit users
and nonusers alike are focused on pro
viding added protection on the system ,

either by increasing the number of police
on the stations and vehicles or by provid
ing a communication and alarm system .
The significance of these findings and the
usefulness to transit operators and plan

ners along with recommendations for fu
ture study will follow .

CONCLUSIONS
Shortcomings

To conclude this research effort
, an

analysis of the shortcomings and a dis
cussion of future recommendations is

warranted . The first assumption that
could be questioned is the stability of
the definition of crime and harassment
between the two sexes . Whereas most
males might define C / H as being robbed
and / or physically assaulted , themere en
counter with an uncomfortable environ
ment or person might constitute the fe
male definition .
From the content of most of the com
ments received in the questionnaires , it
was evident that the respondents recog
nized the subject matter of the question

naire as safety . This may have possibly

biased the results and altered the degree

to which people perceived safety . How
ever , due to the restrictions in question

naire size, the investigation of safety

MeanRank

IncreasetheMumberof Policeat Stations 3.15

IncreasetheNumberof PoliceontheVehicles 3. 24

laittate CommunicationNetwork 3.29

laltiateanAlan System 3.62

ImprovetheStationandSystemLighting 4.31

Increasethefrequencyof Cars 4.52

ImprovetheNeighborhoodSurroundingthe
Stations 4.72

IncreasethePassengersperCarbyReducingthe
Numberof CarsperTrain 5.91

TABLE 8
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was limited to a few direct questions . To
provide a totally unbiased return , the
questionnaire size would have been pro
hibitively lengthy in order to disguise
the questions pertaining to safety .

Recommendations
Further information could have been
useful to this discussion simply by ex
panding several questions , specifically
those ranking the reasons for use of the
el or bus in the off -peak period .
Possible future studies could attempt
to produce a working relationship be
tween actual and perceived safety as
pects of transit services . If a uniform
method of defining and reporting crim
inal actions on public transit and making
this data available to the public were
developed and implemented , this research
effort could become feasible . For an ef
fective impact of this proposal , a nation
wide acceptance of this criminal data
collection process is needed . With this
common procedure many cities can uti
lize this framework for investigating
personal safety on their transit system .
Cities with varying socio - economic clas
ses and areas with different crime rates
would be able to follow a standardized
methodology for transit planning and
improvement with respect to crime elim
ination . Once established and linked with
an effective perceived attitude survey , a
relationship between crime statistics and
user attitudes can be developed , as was
performed by the Chicago Department of
Public Works . In their innovative investi
gation of the entire City of Chicago
sampling user and nonuser alike, they
isolated recommendations for the im
provement of public transit . Thus , their
citywide efforts to determine desired
transit services have already been at
tempted and completed successfully .
One area where a great deal of addi .
tional research with respect to transit
safety should be undertaken is in terms
of system design . Future study should
attempt to learn how people perceive a
facility , i.e., its structure , layout , equip
ment , etc . , and upon that basis improve
safety according to the undesirable a

t

tributes o
f the physical plant . One e
x

ample would b
e

to conduct a user -per
ception survey a

t individual el stations
or along particular bus routes and im

prove conditions at specific locations ac
cording to what people who use those
locations suggest . However , a particular
technology should not be eliminated
merely for the fact that a particular seg
ment o

f

the population feels that there is

some attribute that doesn ' t appeal to

them . It may b
e the only means o
f trans

portation for another group and its elim
ination would be favoring one group over
another . Different people desire differ
ent mobility attributes . Thus , the transit

planner o
r operator must be mindful to

provide multimodal alternatives . It must
be fully understood that different seg .

ments o
f the market desire different

services which more often than not can
only be provided b

y

different technol
ogies .

In conclusion , this research has shown
that other factors besides travel time
and fare influence mode choice decisions .

Personal safety is one o
f

these factors ,

yet others , such a
s frequency and reli

ability , have been identified and require
further investigation . Only after the im
pacts o

f

each o
f these factors are known

can the transportation planner o
r

man
ager alter his operations and supply the
services demanded by the present and
potential transit market .
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